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Taegeukdang is a renowned bakery in Seoul that has 
served generations since 1946. The founder, who 
dreamed of Korean independence from Japanese 
colonial rule, named his bakery Taegeukdang with 
a Rose of Sharon (Korea’s national flower) as its logo 
to embody the ideals of a nation. Over the years, 
TTaegeukdang has continued to uphold its reputation 
of developing a wide variety of baked goods.
Honoring the founder’s wish to remain independent 
and not become a franchise, the bakery still remains 
a place where the flavors remain unchanged, 
captivating the palates of both the younger and older 
generations. 

- Hours: Daily 8:00‐21:00
- Menu: Taegeukdang monica, vegetable salad, and more
- Address: 7, Dongho-ro 24-gil, Jung-gu, Seoul

Visitor Guide

#FIT#No Group Reservations(walk-in) #Spacious Interior
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As one of Seoul’s three major tteokbokki (spicy rice cakes) 
restaurants, Apple House first opened its doors in 1987. 
It has faithfully preserved the taste of traditional Korean 
on-the-spot tteokbokki. Unlike the tteokbokki served at 
snack eateries, when you order this on-the-spot dish, 
the pot and ingredients are placed on top of a portable 
burner and bburner and brought directly to your table, so that you 
can directly cook it and eat it instantly. 
The restaurant’s biggest advantage is that you can enjoy 
your own DIY experience. Select your preferred ingredients 
and try your very own customized tteokbokki!

- Hours: Daily 10:30‐21:00
- Menu: On-the-spot tteokbokki, seasoned fried dumplings, 
         and more
- Address: 2F, 29, Dongjak-daero 27da-gil, Dongjak-gu, Seoul

Visitor Guide

#FIT#No Group Reservations（walk-in） #Spacious Interior

Apple House
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The coffee shop Hakrim Dabang first opened its doors in 1956. 
It served as a gathering place for the college students who led 
the democratization movement in the 1980s, and is located 
at Daehak-ro, where countless Korean artists nurtured 
dreams in their youth. 
In addition, it became a popular destination among 
ininternational tourists, riding the wave of Hallyu 
(Korean Wave) after it was featured as a filming location 
in the TV drama My Love from the Star in 2013. 

- Hours: Daily 10:00‐23:00
- Menu: Cream cheesecake, Vienna coffee, and more
- Address: 2F, 119 Daehak-ro, Jongno-gu, Seoul

Visitor Guide

#FIT#Seoul Future Heritage #No Group Reservations(walk-in) #Total of 16 Tables #Seats Mostly Full After Noon
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Seo-book Noodle, a restaurant specializing in Pyeongyang 
naengmyeon (cold noodles), first opened its doors in 1968. 
It is currently being run by the second generation at the 
same location. 
The restaurant, whose name “Seo-book” refers to 
Hwanghaedo Province, has been a beloved dining 
dedestination for over 50 years owing to its unchanging dishes. 

- Hours: Monday‐Saturday, 11:00‐19:30 (Closed on Sundays)
- Menu: Naengmyeon (cold noodles), onmyeon (hot noodles), 
         suyuk (boiled pork slices), and more
- Address: 199-1, Jayang-ro, Gwangjin-gu, Seoul

Visitor Guide

#FIT#100-Year Store #No Group Reservations(walk-in)
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Myeongdong Kyoja, a restaurant that specializes in kalguksu 
noodles (knife-cut noodles), has upheld traditional cooking 
methods since its establishment in 1966.
The menu here is simple, consisting of just four items, 
but this place is always busy with a long line of customers 
waiting to be served. 

- Hours: Daily 10:30‐21:00
- Menu: Kalguksu, dumplings, and more
- Address: 29, Myeongdong 10-gil, Jung-gu, Seoul

Visitor Guide

#FIT

#Michelin Guide Seoul 2023

#However, Reservations Not Available During Busy Lunch Hours, Holidays or Weekends

#Group Reservations Available for 30 or More
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Founded in 1949, Mapo Ok has been passed down through three 
generations as a restaurant specializing in seolleongtang 
(ox bone soup). The chefs strictly adhere to the principle of 
not adding anything other than beef when making the broth.
Its signature dish is brisket seolleongtang, while other 
popular choices among customers include chadoltang 
(be(beef brisket soup) and suyuk (boiled pork slices).

- Hours: Monday‐Friday 7:00‐21:00 
   Saturday‐Sunday 7:00‐17:00
- Menu: Yangjitang, woosamgyeoptang, and more
- Address: 312, Tojeong-ro, Mapo-gu, Seoul

Visitor Guide

#FIT

#Michelin Guide Seoul 2023 #No Weekend Group Reservations

#Weekday Reservations Available for 5 or More

#Multilingual Menu
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When it first opened its doors in 1960, Goryeo Samgyetang was 
the first restaurant in Korea to specialize in samgyetang 
(ginseng chicken soup). Today, it is managed by 
second-generation owners.
Samgyetang is a traditional Korean dish made by boiling 
a whole chicken stuffed with glutinous rice, ginseng, garlic, 
and and other ingredients. In addition to the classic version, 
the restaurant is also famous for its second signature dish, 
ogolgyetang, which is composed of a silkie chicken. 

- Hours: Monday‐Friday, 10:30‐21:00 
          Saturday‐Sunday, 10:30‐20:30 / Closed on holidays
- Menu: Samgyetang, ogolgyetang, and more
- Address: 1, Seosomun-ro 11-gil, Jung-gu, Seoul

Visitor Guide

#FIT#Michelin Guide Seoul 2023 #Group Reservations Available #English & Japanese Menu
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Mr. Ahn’s Craft Makgeolli is the first Korean drinking house to be 
featured in the Michelin Guide. It offers a variety of traditional 
drinks and dishes. 
This is the perfect place to enjoy delightful Korean dishes 
and snacks, that change with the seasons, together with 
Korean liquor that ripens with the passing of time.

- Hours: Daily 18:00‐24:00
- Menu: Mushroom buckwheat noodles, snacks, 
  traditional Korean liquors, distilled spirits
- Address: 1F, 3, Hoenamu-ro, Yongsan-gu, Seoul 

Visitor Guide

#Top 100 Tastes of Seoul #Michelin Guide Seoul 2023 #Group Reservations Available #FIT #English Menu
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This is the first traditional tea house to open its doors in a traditional 
hanok house. It was established in a renovated hanok where 
the renowned Korean modern novelist Lee Tae-jun lived and 
worked. 
The most popular seating area is outside the reception 
room, where you can sit and enjoy a view that extends 
bebeyond the courtyard to the slopes of Bukhansan Mountain.

- Hours: Wednesday‐Friday, 11:30‐18:00
  Weekends 11:30‐22:00 (Break time 18:00‐19:00)
  Closed on Mondays and Tuesdays
- Menu: Traditional tea, pat-bingsu (shaved ice dessert), and more
- Address: 8, Seongbuk-ro 26-gil, Seongbuk-gu, Seoul

Visitor Guide

#Top 100 Tastes of Seoul #FIT#Traditional Café #No Group Reservations(walk-in) #Korean Menu (with photos)
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Balwoo Gongyang, a specialty restaurant for temple cuisine, 
is the only establishment directly operated by the Jogye Order 
of Korean Buddhism that widely promotes temple cuisine. 
It offers a diverse menu consisting of dishes prepared using 
traditional cooking methods used at temples, allowing 
customers to savor both the tradition and culture of 
ttemple cuisine.

- Hours: Monday‐Saturday, 11:30‐21:30 (Break time 15:00‐18:00)
          Closed on Sundays
- Menu: Seon Course (lunch) KRW 30,000, Won Course KRW 45,000, 
         Maeum Course KRW 65,000
- Address: 56, Ujeongguk-ro, Jongno-gu, Seoul

Visitor Guide

#Top 50 Vegetarian Meals of Seoul #FIT#Group Reservations Available #English Menu
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This traditional restaurant has skillfully discovered the perfect mass 
appeal and elegance of Korean barbecue culture. It delivers 
a consistent and polished dining experience, through the 
exclusive use of top-grade Korean beef cuts and an expert 
staff that is highly skilled in grilling.
With over 40 private rooms, including a beautiful outdoor 
ggarden and open dining spaces designed with high ceilings 
and expansive windows that embody the Korean sense of 
spaciousness, Samwon Garden offers a diverse range of 
dining experiences to meet the needs of its customers. 

- Hours: Monday‐Saturday, 11:30‐22:00 (Break time 15:00‐17:00)
          Sundays and holidays 11:00‐21:00 (Break time 16:00‐17:00)
- Menu: Hanwoo galbi (Korean beef ribs), Hanwoo bulgogi (Korean beef BBQ), yukgaejang (spicy beef soup), 
         and more
- Address: 835, Eonju-ro, Gangnam-gu, Seoul

Visitor Guide

#100-Year Store#Top 100 Tastes of Seoul #Michelin Guide Seoul 2023 #Group Reservations Available

#FIT #Multilingual Menu
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Established in 2013 as a modest one-table restaurant, Onjium is blessed 
with a breathtaking view of Gyeongbokgung Palace. 
At Onjium, the flavors, elegance, and the harmoniously 
restrained and distinctive spirit of traditional Korean cuisine 
are preserved. At the same time, the restaurant reinterprets 
and introduces traditional Korean dishes in a way that 
aaccommodates today’s evolving dietary tastes.

- Hours: Tuesday‐Friday, 12:00‐22:00 (Break time 15:00‐18:00)
          Closed on Mondays and weekends
- Menu: Lunch and dinner (August‐October Goryeo Set Menu) 
         KRW 220,000 (Subject to change by season)
- Address: 4F, 49, Hyoja-ro, Jongno-gu, Seoul 

Visitor Guide

#Top 100 Tastes of Seoul #Michelin Guide Seoul 2023 #Group Reservations Available #FIT #No Kids Zone
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Seoul Future Heritage
The following restaurants not only reveal a unique value 
but also reflect the history of Seoul to future generations.

Enduring Classic Places

Selected Restaurants for 
Taste of Seoul 2023

Seoul, where nature is always in harmony with cutting-edge technology, is now 
garnering the world’s attention for its unique culinary culture. The city is so devoted 
to great cuisine that it releases the “Top 100 Tastes of Seoul” every year. 
Save the flavors of Seoul and explore its unique culinary past through this visual 
journey of its most famous restaurants.

Seoul Culinary Tour
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